
The Little Prince Stage 4
Answer Key

A) CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWER

1.	 Who inhabits the first planet that the Little Prince visits?
A) The lamplighter    B) The businessman
C) The king    D) The tippler

2.	 What is drawing number one of?
A) A boa eating an alligator  B) A boa constrictor eating an elephant
C) A hat     D) A sheep

3.	 Who teaches the Little Prince about bonds and friendship?
A) The fox     B) The pilot
C) The snake    D) The sheep

4.	 Why would the tippler be a bad explorer based on the geographer’s point of view?
A) Drunkards talk about mountains only B) Drunkards talk nonsense
C) Drunkards see double   D) Drunkards are merry people

5.	 Name the first friend Little Prince made with when he lands on Earth.
A) Flower with three petals  B) Snake
C) Fox     D) Sheep

6.	 How long is a day at the fifth planet that has enough room for a street lamp and lamp lighter   
 when Little Prince landed?

A) A minute    B) An hour
C) Two minutes    D) A week

7.	 Where does the Little Prince want to go after the Earth?
A) Outer space    B) A new planet
C) His planet    D) Lamplighter’s planet

8.	 What tree is the Little Prince afraid of allowing to grow on his planet?

A) A redwood    B) A cactus
C) A baobab    D) A lemon tree

9.	 In the Little Prince story, what does “to tame” mean?

A) to domesticate an animal   B) to eat an animal
C) to kill an animal   D) to create ties

10.	What does the narrator promise to the Little Prince?

A) to take him home   B) to draw a muzzle for a sheep
C) to give him water   D) to take him flying in a plane
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B) ANSWER THE QUESTIONS

1.	 Where does the plane crash happen?  

It happened in a desert in Africa.

2.	 How many people were on the plane when it crashes?  

There was only one, the pilot.

3.	 How small is the planet where the prince comes from, as described in Chapter 4?

It is s small as a house.

4.	 What does the discoverer of the Little Prince’s planet do in order to be taken seriously?

He wore smart European clothes.

5.	 What is the Little Prince’s plan to safeguard his planet from baobabs?  

His plan was to have a sheep.

6.	 How many times in one day does the sun set on the Little Prince’s planet?  

The sun sets forty-four times a day on the Little Prince's planet.

7.	 In the desert, what is the pilot’s primary worry?  

His primary worry was to repair his plane till he drank the last drop of his water. So finding water 
became more important for him.

8.	 On his planet what does the Little Prince heat his breakfast on?  

He heats his breakfast on a volcano.

9.	 How many asteroid planets does the Little Prince visit in total?

He visited six asteroid planets.

10.	On the first asteroid planet he visits, why can’t the prince sit down?

Because the king’s magnificent ermine robe covered the entire planet.

11.	 What does the king of the first asteroid planet the prince visits believe he rules over?

He believes that he rules over everything in the universe.

12.	What does the conceited man want to be admired as?

He wants to be admired as the most handsome, best - dressed, richest and smartest man on his

planet.

13.	What is the tippler doing? 

He is drinking.

14.	What is the businessman doing when the prince first comes across him?  

He is calculating something very attentively.

15.	What is on the lamplighter’s planet?  

There is only a street lamp and a lamplighter.
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16.	On the lamplighter’s planet, how many strides does it take to circle the planet? 
It takes a few strides to circle the planet. 

17.	 Of all the people the Little Prince meets on the asteroids, which one does he think he could be  
 friends with?  

He thinks he could be friends with the lamplighter.

18.	How would the geographer best be described?  
Geographer is a scholar who knows the locations of all the seas, rivers, towns, mountains or 
deserts.

19.	There would be two lamplighters who would be able to rest for most of the year. Where do they  
 live? 

They live in the North Pole and the South Pole.

20.	When the Little Prince watches the trains, he remembers something the fox said. What does he  
 remember? 

He remembers the words “ It is the time that you wasted for your rose. It makes your

rose so important.”

21.	If all humanity were to stand upright and crowd together how much space would they take up,  
 according to Chapter XVII?  

They could take up one public square twenty miles long and twenty miles wide.

22.	When the Little Prince arrives on the earth, why doesn’t he see any people?  
Because he landed in a desert.

23.	On his own planet, what does the Little Prince use the extinct volcano for? 
He uses it as a footstool.

24.	The Little Prince discovers a rose garden. What is it about this rose garden that makes him so sad? 
He sees that his rose is not the only rose in the universe.

25.	The Little Prince wants the fox to play with him. What does the fox say?  
He says he is not tamed.

26.	Why is the fox so interested in the Little Prince’s planet?  
He is interested in the flower the Little Prince’s planet.

27.	How many thirst-quenching pills would one need in order to feel full of liquid, according to   
 Chapter XXIII?  

Only one pill would be enough for a week.

28.	How many days have the pilot and Little Prince been together when the pilot drinks the last of his  
 water supply? 

Eight days.

29.	Why does the pilot think he is dreaming when he finds the well?
Because he did not believe that they would find a well.

30.	If one is ever in the African desert and sees a little man with golden hair, what should one do?  
One should be friends with him.


